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Tlie energies 01, and transition probabilities involving, the ground-state rotation bands of 0sla8,0 ~ 1 8 8 ,and
Oslg0are compared with a diagonalizecl rotation-vibration theory in which vibrations are considered to three
phonon order. .lgreeinent even in the Os transition region is found to be excellent. The theory appears to be
parlicularly successful in predicting two phonon states in OsIQ0.

INTRODUCTION

T

HE even-mass osmium isotopes occupy a transition region between highly deformed and
spherical nuclei. They represent a kiiid of testing ground
for nuclear models because deviations from pure
rotational bands can be expected to be large. In the
nucleus Os1g", the Bohr-?llottelson model, even with
empirical rotation-vibration interaction, is completely
unable to account for the energy levels. Thus comparisons of the Bohr-1Iottelson and Davydov nuclear
models in this transition region have often indicated a
decided preference for the model of Davydov. Furthermore, the careful experimental werk of Scharff-Goldhaber and ~ollaborators~-~
and others6-'I has led to a
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large amount of information on OslS6,
and Os190.
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FIG.1. The energies of the ground-state bands of Osla6,
and Os1Q0.
[Exp-experimental energies of Lark, Gugelot, and Morinaga
(Ref. 12), supplemented by the data of Refs. 1-11; RV model and Davydov inodels (sec text) ; I ( I f 1) is the adiabatic Bohr-Mottelson
t h
rotation vibration corrections.]
model; snd A . I ( I + l ) -B12(1+1)2 is the Bohr-Mottelson model ~ ~ i einpiricsl

model of Davydov even in this transition region.
Perhaps even more significant is the excellent agreement
between experiment and theory, which has previously
not been achieved.

THEORY
The basic assumptions of the RV model are the same
as in the Bohr-Mottelson theory17J8;however, rotation
vibration is taken into account especially carefully.
The Hamiltonian has the form15:

To derive this Hamiltonianlg n7e have assiimed axial
l 7 A. Rohr, Kgl. Daiiske Videnskab. Selskah, Mat. Fys. Medd.
26, 14 (1952).
l 8 A. Bohr and B. Mottelson, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskah,
Mat. Fys. Medcl. 27, 16 (1953).
l QFor definition ~f the symbols, see Refs. 13, 14, and 15.

symmetry
ao=ßo+ao'(t),
a~=O+a2'(t),

(2)

and have developed the reciprocal moments of inertia
up to quadratic terms in a,'/$o.
The eigeiifunctions of the unperturbed Hamiltonian
are 1 IK,n2~zo),where I is the total angular momentum,
I<its projection on the sq-mmetry axis, nz the quantum
iiumber of the Y vibration, and 120 the occupation
number of the B vibration. T o calculate the energies
and eigenfunctions of the osmium isotopes, we have
diagonalized H cvith the 13 lowest eigenfurictions of
H o : 110,00), 112,00), IO,O1), iI0,02), j14,00), /10,10),
II2,W, I16,00>, I ro,2o>, /12,01), 1 I2,02), II0:11),
114,Ol). This diagonalizatioil is especially necessary
for high spins because the rotation-vibration iilteraction
energy is of the Same order as the unperturbed level
spacing.
The parameters of this model are the reciprocal
moment of inertia, c=.tt2/Jo, the 7 vibrational energy,
E,=h(C2jR)l/2 and the ß vibrational eilergy, EB
=fz(Co/B)l12. These are fitted with the energies of the
2+ rotational level in the ground-state band, the energy
of the y band head and the energy of the ß band head.
111 the Davydov model Xe have [instead of (2)]

NUCLEAR

MODELS

TABLE
I. Experimental energies for OslE6,

E:'n+[keV]

Ezcr[1reV]

Eo+a[lreV]
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e[keV]

and OslgO.

RV nlodel
E,[keV]

Davydov model
~[kev]
E=azlßo

Tiiese values are not knomn. Tliey are taken from the theoretical work of Bes (private communication). In the Os region, where 7 vibrational band
lies low, the exact value of Eg is not important. If one changes Eg from 1500 to 1700 keV in 0 ~ 1 8 6 ,the energy of the 8 + level in the ground-state band
ciianges only from 1405 t o 1412 keV (0.5%).

The Hamiltoniaii of the asymmetric nucleus with ß
vibrations has the forin15:

I (I+1i model corrected using empirical rotation vibration quadratic terms. The parameters A and B are
fitted with the 2+ and 4+ eiiergies of the ground-state
band. The Davydov energies are about 1-2% larger
than the values of tlie RV model because the matrix
element between the ground-state band and the y band
is ~ ~ mall
7 2er.'^
The theoretical results for the 12+ energy level in
agrees with experiment vithin O.lY0 in the RV
model and within 274 in the Davydov model. The prediction of the I ( I + 1 ) dependence is 32y0 too high;
nith a quadratic term, it is 40% too low. Even a three
parameter fit

Here az in contrast to azl [see (I)] is only a parameter
for the asymmetry of the nucleus and not a vibrational
coordinate.
The eigenfunctions of the unperturbed Hamiltonian
are (IIC,.izo).15The symbols have the Same meaning as
for the eigenfunctions of (1). The quantuni number of
the y vibrations is missing. n T ehave used eigenstates
iip to three times the vibrational energy to diagonalize
(1). Up to this energy there are 9 unperturbed eigenstates: 1I0,0), 1I2,0), / I0,1), 110,2), 1 I4,0), IT6,0),
I 12,1), I 12,2?, 1 ~ 4 , l ) .
\Ye liave diagonalized the Hamiltonian (15) with
these 9 eigenfunctions. The parameters of this model

( A= 23.318 lieV , B = 8.09X 10-2 keV,
C= 4.39X 10-4 keV) .
is 67, too high.
There has been some uncertaintp about the energy
of the 8+ level in OslS6.Emery et aL2 have tentatively
suggested tlie value 1453.12 keV, whereas Lark et al.
prefer an energy of 1419 IieV. These calculations give
1405 keV for the RV model and 1432 keV for the
Davydov model, and therefore favor the value of
Lark et al.
The 0+-level a t 1086 keV in Oslg8is too low in energy
to be the ß band head. I t is to be expected instead a t
6=h2/Jo, t = az/ßo, and Ea=.h(Co/B)li2
about 1700 keV. We have assumed that the 0+-level
a t 1766 keV is the lowest member of the ß band. The
are fitted with the energy of the 2+ rotational level in RV theory suggests that the 1086-keV level is the state
the ground-state band, the energy of the y band head / 00,10). Iii Bohr-Mottelsori language, this is the two y
and the energy of the ß band head. Thus the number of phonon state with Ii-=O. The RV model predicts this
fitting parameters, three, is the same as in the RV state at 1142 keV (within 5%). The initial assumption
rn~del.~~
and tlie agreement between experimeiit and theory is
further
supported by the reduced branching ratio from
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
tlie 1086-keV state to the 2+ y band head and the 2+
The experimental energies for Os18" Os188,and OslgO, level of the ground-state band. Its experimental value
and the parameters derived from them, are listed in is -3.5. This is too large by a factor of
100 for the
Table I for both models. In Fig. 1 the experimental 1086-lieV state to be the 0+ ß band head, but in
energies are conlpared with the results of the RV model, reasonable agreement for it to be the 2-phonon 7 vithe Davydov model, the I ( I + l ) niodel, and the bration. Xo Of state is expected in this region in the
Davydov theory unless the relatively good agreement
20 I£ an additional parameter, the 7 vibration, u7ereused in the
of the ground-state band with experiment is seriously
diagonalizatioil of rotation vibration interaction in the ~nodelof
Davydov, the number of parameters would increase to four and, worsened.
assuming that this band head (which corresponds to the 2-phonon
In OslQO
the 4+ level with K = 4 at 1163 keY1l is
7 band K=O in the Bohr-Mottelson formalism) lay at 5 2 MeV
probably the 144,OO) state of the RV model. The RY
would result in worse agreement mith experiment.

-
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FIG.2. Ratios of transition probabilities for the even mass Os and W
nuclei. The solid line gives the ratios
calculated from the RV model; the
dashed line the ratios calculated from
the Davydov theory.

model predicts it a t 1194 keV (within 3%). I n the
Davydov model mith ß vibrations the lomest I=K= 3
state lies a t 2084 keV. The RV model would seem
therefore to have a distinct advantage in explaining
higher phonon vibrations.
The success of the Davydov model in calculating
traiisition probabilities and their ratios is vvell knotvn.
Deviations from the Alaga rules in the Os isotopes are
particularly large. The RV model can be ernployed to
calculate transition probabilities using the quadrupole
Operator to second order in the collective variables.
Tbe details of these calculatioils will be published

elsetvhere. A comparison of the calculations of the
RV model and the Davydov model for the transition
probability ratios for the Os aiid SI- isotopes is presented
in Fig. 2. The available data indicate that both models
predict the trends successfully. The values of the ratios
often lie between the predictioils of the two models
with some preference for the RV model.
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